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To speak Wednesday

Muckraker Jack'
aims at reform
by TERRI SCHMIDT

the
Ism.
The
information
discovered by Anderson and
Ronald May, co-author of the
book, were factors in the three
investigations Congress made of
Wednesday, Feb. 4 at 8 p.m. McCarthy.
, prices are $2, adults and
Anderson was challenged in
$1.50 students. They are available 1963 to appear before a special
in the College Center Office.
Congressional hearing to back up
charges he had made in a
A muckraker is a person who magazine
article
entitled:
investigates and publicly exposes "Congressmen Who Cheat." The
real or apparent misconduct of hearing was adjourned before
prominent individuals. The first Anderson could testify when he
American muckraker was Upton appeared
Sinclair, who in his book The
Anderson has been at the
Jungle exposed the filth and poor bottom of some of the biggest
working conditions of the early exposes that have come out of
meatpacking industry.
Washington. His stories, written
A self proclaimed muckraker, with the late Drew Pearson, have
Anderson insists his objective is brought convictions of tax
not sensationalism but reform. violators and embezzlers.
He even claims to be sympathetic
to the public officials who are
Evidence
collected
by
under fire from him. However
Anderson helped to convict three
he considers it the special calling Congressmen of taking kickbacks
of the press to expose corruption and information gathered by him
and crusade for reforms.
persuaded
the
Senate
to
authorize the late Senator Estes
Kefauver's investigation of the
During the "Red Scare" of the underworld.
early fifties, Anderson started
out to help Senator Joe McCarthy
When Anderson published the
with his investigation of com grand jury testimony in the
munists. Anderson did not agree Watergate incident, the public
with McCarthy's methods and found out about the attempt that
came to the conclusion that had been made to cover up
McCarthy was helping rather Watergate. The publishing also
than hurting the communist led to the resignation of many of
cause.
the Nixon administration of
He began an investigation ficials.
summed up in his first book
For obtaining and publishing
McCarthy, the Man, the Senator, documents that proved the Nixon
Administration lied to the
American public when it denied
there was no bias toward India
during the Bangladesh con
troversy, Anderson was awarded
the 1972 Pulitzer Prize.
also speculated on what may
Anderson, 50, was born in Long
happen once the bargaining Beach, Calif., and was raised in
agent is ready to negotiate. ERB, Salt Lake City, Utah.
formerly the Public Employes
When he was 12 he got his first
Relations Board, ruled last year
that bargaining would be con newspaper job as a reporter for a
ducted by individual rather than weekly suburban paper. He
state wide units. The State Board earned $7 a week. By the time he
of Higher Education appealed was 18, he was working on the
that ruling to the courts, but after city desk of the Salt Lake
a lengthy trial it was dismissed. Tribune.
A
Mormon, he was a
Sessoms said the "State Board
Attorney has said quite openly missionary for two years. He still
that once an agent is selected on teaches Sunday School.
an individual campus the Board
Anderson served briefly during
will again appeal to the courts." World War II as a cadet officer in
Anderson said he "heard the Merchant Marine and
rumors" to that effect and heard resigned to accept credentials as
the same attorney in question a civilian war correspondent.
make inferences that it will again Inducted in China, he was
go into the courts, but has heard assigned to the Shanghai edition
nothing definite.
of the Army newspaper, Stars
Kersh said that nothing has yet and Stripes.
been decided. "Once the whole
Anderson is now Washington
process has taken place (electing editor of Parade Magazine, does
a faculty agent)," Kersh said, a daily radio broadcast and has a
"it will be up to William T. syndicated
television
news
Lemman, Vice-chancellor for commentary.
Personnel Administration, and
the State Board to decide whether
to recognize the local group at
OCE."
This is assuming the fact that
OCE will be the first college to
elect a bargaining agent, which
won't necessarily be true.
Conceivably
tomorrow's
Petitions for the position
hearing may not decide anything
other than the validity of the vote :j of Lamron Editor for 197677 will be available from
and a number of delays may take
Chuck
Grell, Ad 305, on
making
it
possible
for
place
Monday, Feb. 2.
University of Oregon's faculty to
The Publications Board
organize and select an agent
first. Then if the State Board :• will conduct interviews of
were to take an individual unit to : | candidates and review
: petitions sometime during
court, it would be the recognized :
I the week of Feb. 16. The
one at UO.
:
Sessom said that should AFT : appointment of the new
win and be taken to court by the ; : editor will be made during
state board it will not necessarily ; : that week.
The new editor will take
slow down the bargaining |
process, as AFT will continue to \ : office at the beginning of
prepare for negotiations while j : next fall term.
the trial was going on.
Lamron staff

Jack

Anderson,
easily
Amencan's
greatest
living
muckraker, will speak on OCE on

OCEstudents Marilyn Sanders, Ron Storie, Mike Johnson, Dick Stortz, Mark Corcoran and Brian
Murphy were awakened last Thursday night when a passerby alerted them that their house was
burning. The house, in Monmouth, is owned by Nancy Wilson of Brooks, Oregon.

Contested ballot hearing tomorrow
by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff
Tomorrow may be a big day for
the OCE faculty as three years of
struggle may finally end with the
selection of a faculty collective
bargaining agent.
The struggle began in 1973
after the legislature passed a bill
giving Oregon public employees
the right to unionize. The struggle
was to have ended last Oct. 21
when the faculty voted over
whelmingly
to
support
bargaining at OCE.
It didn't quite work out that
way, however, as a run-off vote
was needed to determine who
would represent the faculty in
bargaining,
the
American
Federation of Teachers or the
American
Association
of
University Professors (AAUP).
The issue was to finally be
settled by a run-off vote on
December 5. AFT won that

Students get
pay increase
Effective Jan. 1 of this year
student workers will be paid $2.20
Per hour, the minimum wage
under the Fair Labor Standards
Act, according to Director of
business Affairs, John Sparks.
Under the fair standards act
the minimum wage will increase
again Jan. 1, 1977 to $2.30 per
hour.
. Amendments of the act permit
tostitutions of higher education to
employ their own full-time
students who do not work more
than 20 hours per week at 85 per
cent of the applicable minimum,
m view of this, students could
Regally be paid $1.87 per hour.
^Parks said that full time work
'40hours per week) will be paid a
maximum rate of
$2.75 per hour.

election 88-87, but one vote was
challenged
and
remained
unopened, again delaying the
selection of a faculty bargaining
agent.
According to Sandra Sessom,
AFT president at OCE, "We
believe we have documentary
evidence to prove ineligibility."
She is referring to the voter
whose eligibility was challenged
because she was not officially
placed on the college payroll
before the Sept. 30 deadline. She
was actually working before that
date, according to the college
administration.
Sam Anderson, president of the
local as well as state level AAUP,
has stated that he has seen no
evidence indicating that the
faculty member in question was
ineligible to vote. But he also
went on to say "We're not
arguing for one side or the other;
we're just after the true facts."
Sessom said that Roy Edwards,
the Employe Relations Board
(ERB) hearings officer who will
be
conducting
the
Friday
hearing, has said that it is up to
the administration to prove its
case, that the employe is eligible
to vote.
Dean of Faculty Bert Kersh,
handling
the
administration
challenge, said, "We do believe
that the ballot is valid." Our
records clearly indicate that the
challenged employe was eligible
to vote."
He went on to explain that
although the employe wasn't on
the original list President Rice
sent out identifying those eligible,
the employe was actually on
duty. He also said, "The
President sent out a correction to
that list that included that em
ploye's name as well as one
other."
The
hearing,
originally
scheduled for the faculty con
ference room adjacent to Kersh's

office in the Administration
Building, .will be held in the
College Center Willamette Room
at 9:30 a.m. tomorrow, Jan. 30.
Should the vote be declared
invalid the matter will be settled
and AFT will officially be OCE's
faculty representative. The same
would be true if the vote were
valid and cast for AFT. But
should the vote be valid and for
AAUP, that would send the
December election into a tie and
lead to complications.
ERB originally said that if a tie
occurred the faculty would have
to wait another year before
having a run-off election again,
because only two elections may
be held in one year. However,
Anderson and some of his AAUP
Adivsors said that the "ERB
interpretation of the law is in
error under the intent of the
law." So there is some question
as to whether another run-off
election could be held this year or
not.
Further speculation of what
might take place has led to AFT
already setting up a structure for
a negotiating team and advisory
committee, according to Sessom.
She said that should AFT win the
election it will immediately begin
filling negotiating positions.
Sessoms said "The negotiating
team concept is for a five-person
team with two alternates." She
added that both the negotiating
team and advisory committee
will consist entirely of OCE
faculty people. The negotiators
will all be AFT members, but the
advisors will be from the general
faculty population.
Anderson stated that should
AFT win the election he "hopes to
maintain"
AAUP
as
an
organization for faculty on
campus. He also said, "I would
hope AFT would maintain if the
role were reversed."
Sessom, Anderson and Kersh

^Application
I available

For bargaining, Nosotros

Senate allocates special project funds
with some Mexican American
students in their classrooms.
Lamron staff
The request was approved 10
The
student
collective
bargaining team received an yes and 2 no. Those who spoke
initial budget of $500 from the against the motion felt that all
ASOCE Senate Monday af minorities should combine their
requests and present it as one
ternoon.
The senate voted seven to four budget out of the office of
to provide the money which will Minority Affairs in the Cottage.
A request for $270 for the
be used for supplies and
Bicentennial
secretarial help as the OCE College Center
students begin to prepare for the activities was turned down by 11
faculty / administration
barg to 1. The major reasons ex
aining. The student
team pressed for turning the request
originally requested $500, but down were that students were
that request was trimmed to $400 already providing the money for
Bicentennial
activities
by the financial board. Senator the
Michelle Wardrip amended the through their incidental fees,
. which support the College Center,
motion back to $500.
The senate also approved a $350 and also that the program will
request by the Nosotros Club, the continue as scheduled even
Mexican American student club. though no money is granted.
The student directory is ex
In moving to approve the money
for the club, Senator Lauren pected out before the end of the
Burch said that the club had been term according to Senator
doing quite a bit off-campus and Wardrip, who was named senator
that he wanted to see more done of the month for December for
on campus. Senator Lane her work on the directory. She
Shetterly said that the club could reported that 1,300 students had
4'potentially provide a valuable
filled out cards.
Dennis
Mulvihill,
the
educational experience."
Oregon
Student
Board
of
Administration Associated
(AOSL)
executive
Officer Don Speigel agreed, Lobby
stating that many students who secretary, gave an AOSL report
will be teachers will be dealing to the senate and mentioned that
by PAT STIMAC

High school students
to visit OCE campus
High school juniors and seniors
and their parents will be on
campus Saturday, Feb. 7 for
OCE's
nineteenth
annual
Preview Day.
During the day the prospective
OCE students and their parents
will tour the campus and meet
with members of the student
body, faculty and administration
in order to get acquainted with
OCE.
Alice Crino, Preview Day
chairman, said she is hoping for
about 300 visitors, including both
parents and students from
throughout Oregon.
Those who wish will be able to
stay in the dorms Friday or
Saturday night. However, space
is limited so rooms are being
reserved on a first come, first
serve basis, according to Miss
Crino.
The Preview Day committee
has also arranged for a free
shuttle bus service to and from
Salem.
"It might seem kind of dull for
the students here but it's really
exciting for a lot of the high
school kids. This will be the first
time on a college campus for

a media representative will be
coming soon to present a package
for OCE. He also said that the
AOSL meeting which will be held
at OCE on Feb. 14 will mark the
one year anniversary of the
lobby.
Joe
McLeod's
Senate
Investigating Team has been
looking into wheelchair ramps
for handicapped students at OCE
and came up with a number of
proposals, which include placing

a ramp from the Music Hall
between
the Administration
Building and Library and another
one next to the HSS Building.
Senators Neil Haugen and
Valerie Ransom presented two
proposals drawn up by the
Committee on Committees. One
concerned senate office policies
and will be further finalized in a
meeting with the Executive
Board on Friday. The other

concerns the senate office-hour
policies.
Senator Wally Lien also
recommended that the Senate
send a letter to Chancellor
Lieuellen asking that students be
included on the committee which
will be searching for a new
President of OCE to replace
President Leonard Rice, who will
resigning
when
his
be
replacement is named.

Board requests budgets;
hearings scheduled next week
Dwaine
Kronser,
ASOCE penditures, the amount of sub financial board 24 hours before
business manager and the sidy requested and the past the hearing.
Kronser stated 4 4 If these
ASOCE Financial Board have support that ASOCE has given
conditions are not met the
announced the scheduling for the organization.
44A student representative from
requesting body's budget will not
1976-77 budget hearings. Kronser
has listed the requirements for each requesting body must be be considered." The final budget
any
organization
that
is present at the budget hearing," will be decided by the senate
according to Kronser. 44Each spring term after it receives
requesting a budget.
Included in those requirements requesting body will be allotted a recommendations from financial
is that each organization must maximum of ten minutes for its board. Kronser said that if any
organizations have questions
turn in a written request on the presentation," he added.
Organizations that
cannot concerning a budget hearing they
Monday before its budget hearing
time. The budget turned in must make their scheduled meeting may contact him at Ext. 205 or
be broken down into a list of in times will be rescheduled Feb. 26 in SPO No. 5 in the ASOCE office.
The complete list of the budget
come and its source, ex- at 8 p.m. if they notify the
hearing schedule includes:
February 4, 1976

8:00 A.M.

Administrative Wages
Secretaries
Payroll Assessments
Office Supplies & Expense
Telephone & Telegraph
Office Supplies
Postage
Executive Expense
AOSL

:
:

some of them," said Miss Crino.
Each visitor will pay a five
dollar registration fee for his
February 11, 1976
8:00 A.M.
Drill Team
lunch, an information folder and
Rally Squad
other expenses. The folder will
8:00 P.M.
Dr. Livingston
include a Preview Day schedule
Blood Drive
All Campus Drive
and descriptions of the academic
Social Events
departments, as well as in
New Student Week
formation about various groups
Homecoming
and activities found on campus.
Dad's Day
Mom's Day
The day will begin with a
Christmas Expense
welcoming
assembly
with
Recognition Dessert
speakers, Miss Crino, ASOCE
Assemblies & Concerts
Movies
President Ruth Daniels and OCE
Concerts
President
Leonard
Rice.
Meetings
with
department
8:00 A.M.
Collective Bargaining
chairman and individual in
MUN
structors will occupy the rest of
February 18, 1976
8:00 A.M.
Rodeo Team
the morning.
Soccer Team
SEEK
After lunch in the Food Service
Student Art Show
Building there will be an
Traveling Art Show
assembly concerning housing
Children's Theater
and dorm life, admissions and
February 25, 1976
8:00 A.M.
Mr. Yates
financial aid.
Outdoor Program
At 1:30 p.m. the prospective
students will attend rap sessions
Mr. Sparks
Literary Magazine
with OCE students to ask in
Lamron
dividual
questions
about
Minority Affairs
college life. At the same time
Black Students
NASA
parents will meet with the deans
Women Students
to discuss financing, discipline
Mexican American Students
and other areas of concern.
February 26, 1976
8:00 P.M.
ALL MAKE UP & NON-SCHEDULED HEARINGS
During most of the afternoon *
March 3 & 4, 1976
OCE students will conduct tours
8:00 P.M.
FINAL DELIBERATIONS
of the campus. Representatives
and displays of activities,
organizations and departments
will be on hand at an "Interest
Bazaar" in the College Center
innl \X7111
7>Aof mnen
,
Going to school
will cost
more one. Tuition at. state
colleges and
from 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
next year, to the surprise of no universities is expected to in resident tuition. This chang
go into effect this fall.
crease 12 per cent next year,
according to Roy Lieuallen,
The board also consi
chancellor of the State Board of student writing skills,
Higher Education. The an
guidelines of basic writing '*
nouncement was made at
were set up, which students
Board's Jan. 21 meeting.
meet before they can be adi
Some students in the state will to Writing 121. They inclui
be lucky, however. Eastern ability to write a con
Oregon State College will have no correct sentence; use punc
uotion increase next year. In correctly; follow general
addition, out of state residents cepted conventions of sta
usage;
and
will pay the same rates as Oregon English
residents at EOSC. This is being correctly and know the m<
done to help stop the enrollment of words commonly used if
decline at the college. An in own writing.
crease in enrollment is needed if
it is to stay open.
In addition to imp
college writing skills, the
Other rulings included action said that Colleges pro"
on a change in residency teachers, such as OCE,
requirements in Oregon. A prepare graduates to hell
nonresident who is married to a pupils
write
at
the
resident will no longer pay only propriate level.

•
:
:
•

Surprise! Tuition rising again

Page 2
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Vaughan in presidential race
Cris

Vaughan,

a

junior

Vaughan has continued to work
economics, declared on
Financial board and has

1976 77 AsnrV01" thC P°sition of assumed the duties of business
this week °CE PreSident earlier manager of the Lamron.
perie"ce is necessary to
"A voice for students both on
make a good president," he said. campus and in the community,"
He ts running because he feels is an important issue, according
hi™ •
experience will enable to Vaughan. He also sees Mon
, do a g00d j°b for the mouth Avenue and the soccer
students at OCE. His in club as areas which need im
volvement in various areas of mediate attention. "We first have
student government provides an to come up with feasible alter
opinion which considers manv natives and then work with and
views on an issue.
not against everyone who is in
Student government and its volved!"
functions are not new to
Vaughan will be available
Vaughan, as he has extensive
beginning February 2 to talk over
experience in many facets of
these and other issues with
student government at OCE.
students.
The daily candidate
Vaughan was chosen Co-Senator
of the year last year for his work hour will be from 10 a.m. to 11
on Monday, Wednesday and
in the ASOCE student senate He a.m.
Friday, and 11 a.m. to noon on
also served as Outdoor Program Tuesday
and Thursday in the
Director and was a member of Ochoco Room
in the upper
Financial board. This year concourse of the College
Center.
mau*

John Mitton will play the organ in his recital in the OCE Musical
Hall on Feb. 2.

Mitton in recital

Cris Vaughan

N° logging on
By CECILIA STILES
Editor

"We are not currently logging
John Mitton, 13-year old Salem by Mulet, and works of Schroeder the north side of the Little
Luckiamute River, and we have
organist, will present a recital in and Messiaen.
no plans to do so in the future,"
^ Music Hall auditorium at 8
The young musician played
Bob
Berends,
field
pm. Monday, Feb. 2. Admission recitals last year in Europe and said
is free, but seating reservations will return for a second tour this representative for Willamette
Industries. Berends was replying
should be made with the OCE spring,
performing
in
the
to a letter by Lee Miller ap
music department.
cathedrals and conservatories of
pearing in the Jan. 15 issue of the
music in France, Germany, Italy Lamron, which accused the firm
John is the son of Mr. and Mrs. and Spain.
In late May, he will play for the of planning to clearcut the area.
George Mitton, Salem, and is an
"The tags Miller referred to in
crown prince of Germany, Emich
organ student of William Fawk. Leiningen, in Amorbach, Ger his letter as logging flags must be
Mrs. Mitton is a voice professor many. He will play in the Abbey part of a research society
at OCE.
of Amorbach on a four-manual project, such as the Audobon
Society. They are all on dead
The program will include
tracker organ dating from the
Prelude and Fugue in C Minor
trees
which
Willamette
early 17th century. It is regarded
Industries would not consider
iBWV 546) and Trio Sonata No. 1
as the largest and finest of its
mercantable in any way,"
by Bach, toccata "Tu es Petra" kind in Europe.
Berends said.

River
Lu

The Little Luckiamute is
classified as Class 1 stream and a
major watershed in Oregon. "As
such, it is protected from present
daY fogging. Even if we wanted to
log in the area, we wouldn't be
allowed to do so."
The State Forest Practices Act
forbids logging in areas which
would tear up stream banks and
cause erosion and
related
problems.
The hiking trail through the
area used to be an old telephone
repair line, which was kept open
through the years by deer ac
tivity. Willamette Industries was
at first reluctant to open the trail
to the public, since it is not in the
normal place for a trail. But it
was encouraged to do so by the

activity of the Mazamas, an
Oregon hiking and environmental
group.
The trail, which runs from
Black Rock up the river to Fanno
Peak, was constructed
by
volunteer labor, both with public
and company money, according
to Berends. He welcomes anyone
to hike the trail, and is currently
organizing a hike with Lauren
Burch, OCE's Outdoor Program
director.
The area referred to is all
second growth timber. It was
completely clearcut by 1920, and
the current stands of Douglas Fir
and alder are approximately 50 to
65 years old, according to
Berends.

MONMOUTH PHARMACY RECORD SPECIAL
Dan

Fogel

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

Captured Angel
€RSTN,WIND&fl&€
Gratitude

M

Swans Against The Sun
including:
A Mansion On The Hill/Renegade
Rhythm Of The Road/Buffalo Gun/Pink Lady

X

••• ,v

T JL.

THESE POPULAR RECORDS
ARE A *6.98 VALUE,
BUT ARE NOW ON SALE
FOR ONLY *4.87!
RAMSEY LEWIS

TED NUGENT

DON'T IT FEELGOOD

including:
Stranglehold/Stormtroopin'
Just What The Doctor Ordered
Snakeskin Cowboys/Motor City Madhouse

including:
Fish Bite/Spider Man/Can't Function
Something About You
That's The Way Of The World

Mon.-Fri. 8:30
Sat. - 8:30-6:30
Sun.-11:00-4:00
Jani

U a r y29,1976

including:
Easy, Come On
The Year 2000 Minus 25/Silver (The Hunger)
Stallion/Rocket To Stardom

Reg. $7.98
Now only $5.87

including:
Sing A Song/Celebrate/Devotion
Sun Goddess/Shining Star

Michael

WHO'S TO BLESS AND
WHO'S TO BLAME

including:
Next Time/Below The Surface/Old Tennessee
Comes And Goes/These Days/Man In The Mirror

838-0702

herbie hancock
man-child
including:
Heartbeat/TheTraitor/SunTouch
Steppin ln It/Hang Up Your Hang Ups

AERQSMITH
including:
Dream On/Make It
One Way Street/Somebody/Mama Kin

WE HAVE THE LARGEST
SELECTION OF LP's, 45s & ALBUMS
Page 3

A student view

Lamron

Who controls school finances'?

Established in 1923

Opinion

by DIANE DUNLAP
Columnist

Senate supported
In a move which has made s o m e senate
members unpopular with the College Center
personnel staff, the ASOCE Senate turned
down a request Monday for money for the
Bicentennial celebration at the c o l l e g e .
Although s o m e of its reasons for doing s o were
not clear at the time, the action was justified.
The contention of the College Center staff
was that the students needed to support the
Bicentennial events which have recently been
sponsored by the staff. While it is true that
students ought to be supporting these events,
it is also true that the students already are
paying for them. The College Center money
c o m e s out of student incidental fees, s o
whether S enate allocates money t o the
activities or whether the money is taken out of
College Center funds, it still c o m e s out of the
students' pocketbook.
Perhaps more important, however, is that the
staff admitted that the programs would
continue a s planned if they did not receive the
requested money. This perhaps more than
anything e l s e defeated the request. What is the
use of pumping money into something which
will continue without the money? It would
seem more valuable to allocate the money to a
project or group which is just struggling to get
by and which would have to cancel programs if
they did not receive additional funds.

School finance is already a big
issue this year. We hear a lot
about it in the news media. The
concern is on all levels of
education. How can we continue
to finance both private and public
higher education with growing
inflation, changing student levels
and changing societal needs?
In the last year in Oregon, four
grade school districts entered
their teaching year without a
budget because voters would not
approve needed tax levies. Last
week, a number of state officials
from all segments of Oregon
education met in Salem to talk
about changing the state Con
stitution or making a new law or
whatever might be needed to
assure that schools could con
tinue to operate.

We are not antipatriotic, and we are not
against the Bicentennial events. But a s long a s
wh«t ic

fhtSH®«e

Pay'ng

for

the

entire

show>

what is the difference in whether the money
pocket?

the'r

'eft

pocket

or their

ri 9 ht

THE CLASS OF "82"

ill

Editor's note: This column will
be appearing weekly in the
Lamron. Ms. Dunlap is a SOSC
graduate and is currently a
graduate student at OCE. She
also serves as the student advisor
to the Oregon
Educational
Coordinating Commission.

Oregon Senate President Jason
Boe, D-Reedsport, was quoted in
the Salem Capital Journal as
saying that school financing
would be one of the major issues
in the 1977 legislative session.
President
Ford's
recently
released budget adds another
dimension to an already tight
situation, primarily by reducing
federal supports to a number of
aid
programs
that
benefit
students.
Taxpayers,
and
students, are up to their ears in
paying their share, too, so it is
doubtful that they (we) will be
able to bail the schools out either.
Something that really adds to
the confusion is the way decisions
are made about education in this
state. For instance, there is a

discussion going on in the state want to look at today are th I
about the relationship between g r o u p s s t a t u t o r i l y responsible
community colleges next door to the decisions.
four year institutions, where both
For whatever reason, com I
offer similar courses at different munity colleges and four y^l
costs to the student. The current colleges and universities ar
example is Rogue Community under different departments i* i
College in Grants Pass and Oregon. Community colleges are I
Southern Oregon State College under the direct jurisdiction off
in Ashland.
the Department of Education!
The actual problem being along with kindergarten thrift I
discussed in relationship to those twelfth grade. Dr. Verne DuncaJ
two schools would not seem to be the elected superintendent, is»|
as important to students in other 942 Lancaster Dr. NE, Salem OH I
schools in the state as the 97310. The four year colleges and
precedent setting philosophical universities are under the
discussions that accompany the jurisdiction of the State Board of
problem discussion. Whether Higher Education and are ad,
Rogue and SOSC agree on Rogue ministered by the Department i\
expanding into what SOSC Higher Education. Dr. R. i
considers 4 its territory" is Lieuallen is the non-electei
important to students throughout chancellor.
His address
the state because the way that Department
of
Hig
decision is reached and what Education,
P.O.
Box 137
factors are considered will affect Eugene, OR 97403.
each of us.
It seems a little strange tomeI
to have these schools under tJ
Who actually makes decisions different jurisdictions, and aJ
such as which school can do prently it seemed so to thostf
what? Is it important to those legislators who brought tht
decisionmakers, whoever they Oregon
Educational
CoorJ
are, whether it benefits students dinating
Commission inn I
either
by
bettering
the existence
during
the
educational opportunity or by legislative session. The Com]
helping make the education cost mission is a "lay board"
less?
posed of seven citizens, ass
These things were discussed by a staff headed by Dr. T1
last Saturday in an interim Olson. The address is 4!
legislative committee meeting in Commercial St. SE, Salem, (
Salem (the Joint Interim Com 97310.
mittee on State Government
The legislators, in an attempt|
Operations: Subcommittee on to control vested interests in j
Post-Secondary Education). If state, put all segments
you didn't know about that education into an advisoif
meeting, join another 60,000 or so committee that advises ti
students who might have had Commission, but does not have j
some difficulty zeroing in on it vote in final Commission voting
too.
That is where the stude^
All of this is just leading up to representatives fit in the Co!
why I'm about to list the different mission structure.
groups that affect education
Two students are actual Boi
decisions in this state. There are
of Higher Education memb
20 or so groups, like faculty or Valerie Maclntire and
student, or
parent
teacher Maden.
organizations, that affect the
Next week, the legislative a
process indirectly, but the ones I executive side.

I

Just in passing
by CECILIA STILES
Editor
•The winter term calendars
may be artistic but they are
impractical. The dates were left
off all but one day of the week.
This was evidently an attempt at
being creative, but most students
have found it to be such a han
dicap that they have penned in
he other dates, which detracts
trom any original artistic value.
...The Senate Investigating
Committee noted at Monday's
Senate meeting that by state law
all buildings on campus must
have ramps leading to them to
accommodate
handicapped
persons. The ironic thing brought
out is that once the handicapped
student gets inside some of the
buildings, such as the Social
Science building and the Library
there is little place to go.
-.At
each
recent
senate
meeting it has seemed as if
another minority group has
rathear<T to ask for money,
ather than asking for minority
money in one lump sum. One
observer was overheard at
Saty f meeting saying he was
going to form a club for students
with ancestors fr0m Holland and
ask for some money. After all he
s
"the Dutch have always

been discriminated against. For
example, when you say 'go
Dutch', you mean you're paying
your own way and are cheap."
He's got a point.
...The $500 allocated to the
student collective bargaining

team for secretarial help
supplies seems a little Ml
considering the monies allocate
to other organizations. You cfl
buy a lot of paper for that amoj
and that's more money thanflj]
of the ASOCE secretaries {
the entire year.
I *11

Campus forum

Cris Vaughan endorsed
To the editor:
Since student body elections
are rapidly approaching I was
recently asked to manage the
AS0CF8P °f aCriS Vau§han for
Sldent 1 agreed
wS
work a„H
and support Cris for ^
a
number of reasons.

yeareJL'TT CriS

for several

hard 1h T h3S always worked
nara and done a good inh in
student government at OCE He

Director
P

and
ple have

Pr08ra!n

complained

about the lack of avai
student government leaders,
candidate hour has been set
give students an opportune
talk with Cris and ask
questions. The candidate
will be in the Ochoco room111
College Center from l°jl
Monday, Wednesday, andrp
and from 11-12 Tuesday'
Thursday beginning ^°nl
Feb. 2.
Cris' experience and ^
make him the logical can?
for President. I support ™
President because of
qualifications. He would D
fective as 'A Voice for Stud1
Lauren Burch
Outdoor Program Direct
LAMRON STAFF
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Social Science Department explored

Geography staff biggest strength
by
by.KIM
K™CARTER
CART.fR
Lamron staff
Editor's note: This is the second
article in a series to explore
strengths and weaknesses
OCE's various departments.

the
of

Dr. Paul Griffin is proud, and
he has reason to be. As chairman
of the social science department,
Griffin is in charge of the
department which has con
sistently had the highest student
enrollment than any other
department at OCE since 1965.
The social science department
is made up of ten areas, or
disciplines:
anthropology,
economics, geography, history,
social science, political science,
sociology, corrections, law en
forcement and socially and
culturally deprived.
Each of the disciplines has its

wn coordinator who work*
?
own
coordinator who works with
his individual group and with tK
chairman to "ascertain what he

in the governing department "

Gnf m said. The governing body
is the coordinator and the
department chairman
The coordinator of
each
discipline also is actively mvolved with the advisement
systems.
There are budget, finance
curriculum
and
grievance
committees
that
work
in
dividually and together to
determine the needs of the
student and the department
geography staff, Griffin
reels, is the biggest strength of
the entire department. There are
more
geographers
in
the
department than any other type
of instructor.
The demand being put upon the

.
geographer8, however, is great
iS 3 'arge number
of them hihhere
y are covering for the
hLk f'
lack of accredited teachers in
other areas. There are many
geographers teaching outside
their specialized fields.
Griffin cited the anthropology
situation as an example. There
are geographers teaching an
thropology, where there should
be people who could devote full
time just to teaching an
thropology."
The department is also un
derstaffed in the political science
area. There are only two in
structors where there should be
three. There is only one law
enforcement instructor to cover
the fast-growing student demand.
The social science department
has been actively involved with
many different institutions, in
cluding receiving grants, doing

research, and involvement at the
national level. Three members of
the geography staff are past
board members of the National
Council of Geographic Education
and two of the three are either a
former president or secretary of
the organization.
Much research is being done
through the social science
department. Various members of
the staff have worked on the
preparation of graphs and text
books. Several geographers have
had articles printed in leading
scholarly journals.
The social science department
has been receiving federal
government fundecf grants since
1965 including, the National
Science
Foundation
grants;
Health, Education, and Welfare
grants; NDEA Institutes grants;
and two seperate Experienced

Outdoor class open
BY LEE KELLEY
Lamron staff

The OCE Outdoor Program
hosted a short talk and film
program Wed. Jan. 21 about the
Outward Bound school. Val
Hornburg, an OCE student, and
Jill McLeod of Dallas discussed
the concept of Outward Bound at
the meeting.

Training in Outward Bound courses takes place in classrooms
such as this breathtaking spot.

Six schools are in the U.S., and
serve some 5,000 students each
year.
The standard courses run from
8 to 24 days in length, and from
$225 to $550. All training takes
place out-of-doors and all food
and special gear is provided.
Courses for the Northwest, with
headquarters in Eugene, take
place in the areas of the Wallowa
Mountains, the John Day and
Deschutes Rivers, the Cascade
Mountains, and
the
Idaho
Sawtooth Mountains.
Almost all the courses are
geared toward the beginning
outdoor person, and as the course
progresses, are designed to af
ford increased challenges to the
student's ' wilderness ability,
besides teaching basic back
woods knowledge.
The longer 24 day course in
volves an initial week of training

The Lamron
needs you!
Are you good at talking to people?
Could you use some extra money (who
couldn't)?
The Lamron needs an ad salesman, and
you may just be the person for the job. No
experience necessary. Good salary.

Call 838-1171 or visit the
Lamron office.
January 29,1976

and conditioning, followed by an
expedition of about four days.
Depending on the course this may
be either sailing, backpacking,
mountainclimbing, snow skiing
or snow shoeing. The expedition
is done in a group of from eight to
12 persons with an experienced
instructor along.
Near the end of the course
there is a three day solo ex
perience, where the student is
sent out on his own to use the
skills he has learned.
The minimum age limit for
Outward Bound is I6V2 and there
is no maximum age. A third of
the students are women. Both
coed and all-women or all-men
courses are available. For
financially handicapped students
a limited number of scholarships
are available.
For
further
information
students may see Lauren Burch
of the OCE Outdoor Program, or
write
the
Northwest
Outwardbound School, 3200 Judkins
Rd., Eugene, 97403.

Teacher Fellowship Program
grants. The department has
received money from the Fred
Meyer Foundation for con
ferences in institutions, the
Center for Economic Studies, and
the Business Community for
scholarships, conferences, and
further economic education.
The staff of the social science
department
has
a
wide
background and come from a
number of leading universities
across the United States and the
world. There are instructors
from different cultures as well as
different states.
The department is also in
creasing its involvement with the
state legislature through the
political
science
classes.
Students are given the chance to
get to know more about the state
by actually working with the
government.
Through workshops and ex
tension classes, the department
is able to extend the faculty to the
community of the Willamette
Valley, the coast, and even
Eastern Oregon. This is done "in
an attempt to better serve the
public."
One of the weaker parts of the
department is the lack of women
instructors. There are only four
women in the entire department.
"We have tried to get qualified
women," Griffin said.
4'The social science depart
ment has several things in mind,
as it offers experiences to a wide
audience," Griffin said. The
department is dedicated to
teacher education, but recognizes
the fact that not everyone is not
enthusiastic about the area. He
feels that they have gone far
beyond teacher education.
The department is also con
cerned about the student as a
person. Griffin realizes that
students have difficulty in getting
the exact schedules needed and
tries to do something about it.
"Students are entitled to have
their needs met, and we try to do
that." We either overload or add
new sections. We don't close
students out of classes."

%

njfassA
Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!
Many, many selections in this special purchase.
Classics included!
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

OCE BOOKSTORE
Get your favorites
at Big Discounts!
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Micronesians

face difficulties
by MARK BOGART
Lamron staff

TIME OUT » Two Micronesian students take a break after helping the fire department put up the lights
on the OCE Christmas Tree last term.

30 police graduate
A total of 30 students
representing 20 city and county
correctional
agencies
will
graduate from the Oregon Police
Academy at OCE Friday.
This is the first class of
corrections officers to graduate
from the Academy since the
passage of House Bill 3090 (1975
Oregon Laws), which requires
training and certification of city
and county corrections officers.
Amos E. Reed, Administrator
of the Oregon State Corrections
Division, will present
the
graduation address for the
ceremonies which will com
mence at 1 p.m.
Other officials on the program
will be James Brown, Board of

Police Standards and Training,
who will act as master of
ceremonies; Dr. Leonard Rice,
OCE president; and Paul Bettiol,
Executive Director, Board on
Police Standards and Training.
Chief Harvey L. Graham,
Chiloquin Police Department,
was elected class president, and
Deputy Ramona G. Quintero,
Malheur County Sheriff's Office,
was elected vice-president by
members of the class. Awards for
outstanding achievement will be
announced at the graduation
ceremony.
A reception for the graduates
and guests will be held im
mediately after the graduation
exercises.

Early class pictures and
diplomas will be on display Feb. 2
to Feb. 13 in the main concourse
of the College Center.
The display is one of many
events scheduled throughout
winter term as part of the
college's
Bicentennial
celebration. Other happenings in
the College Center in the next few
days include:
Monday,
Feb.
2:
Ray
Brodersen, natural science and
mathematics
department
chairman, "Geological Con
tributions of the U.S.," noon,
Willamette Room.
Tuesday,
Feb.
3:
Judy
Alexander and Pat High tower,
"Carding and Spinning," main
concourse.

pays the highest
interest rates allowed by law!
Optional Passbook
90-Day Passbook
*12 Mo. Certificate
*30 Mo. Certificate
*48 Mo. Certificate
*72 Mo. Certificate

Effective
Annual
Yield
5.39%
5.92%
6.72%
6.98%
7.79%
8.06%
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Wednesday, Feb. 4: Profiles in
Courage film series, "Frederick
Douglass," noon, Willamette
Room.

Although
housing
during
vacations is not a major problem
for many of the Micronesians, it
has been for a few. Two students
who had planned to stay with
friends living off campus had a
particularly hectic Christmas
vacation. They found themselves
cramped into a two-bedroom
apartment with ten, and at times
fourteen other people. After a few
days the two decided to leave.

They stayed in a motel room at
$12 per night while they looked
for an apartment. When they
Thursday, Feb. 5:
Carl finally found one, the manager
Brandhorst, associate^ professor told them they had to rent for at
of geography, "The Land of least a full month and that there
Plenty: The American Frontier," was a non-refundable $75 deposit.
12:30 p.m., Oregon Room.
They took the apartment and
Friday, Feb. 6: Carol Dare, when school started again they
library specialist, Polk IED, moved out of the dorms, although
"Bicentennial Tales," noon, they wanted to stay and had to
Willamette Room.
pay $50 each for breaking their
Monday,
Feb.
9:
Judy dorm contracts.
Although the Micronesians face
Alexander,
"Spinning
and
Weaving:
the
Crafts
in some difficulties as a result ot
America," noon, Oregon Room. living a long way from home in an
Tuesday, Feb. 10: Clar Glover, area with different food, climate,
"Eye Loom Weaving," main language and customs, Chatham
said they also have a lot of friends
concourse.
Wednesday, Feb. 11: Profiles to help them overcome their
in Courage film series, "Grover problems. He called them a
Cleveland," noon, Willamette very positive element on camp^
Room.
whose culture enriches our own.

The Threepenny Opera'
auditions set for Saturday

Minimum

Deposit

1.00
1.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

•Substantial Interest Penalty Imposed For Premature Withdrawal.

167 North Knox

One section of one of the dorms
was kept open last Thanksgiving
at a total cost to the people who
stayed of $120 for four days. All of
the dorms were closed for
Christmas vacation.
Director of Dormitories Neil
Amerman said that it is very
expensive to keep the dorms open
because of the costs of paying a
housemother and housekeeper,
as well as supplying heat, water
and electricity.
Dean Blake Moranville said the
cost might be reasonable if most
of the foreign students stayed for
the entire vacation. But many go
out of town or stay with friends
off campus, leaving only a few to
share the expense of keeping the
dorms open.

Bicentennial events

BEAVER STATE SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Annual
Rate
5.25%
5.75%
6.50%
6.75%
7.50%
7.75%

„
unrno
Being a long ways from^ho
and living in a culture very different from their own poses many
problems for foreign students
who study in the U.S. With help
from some instructors and
friends, the Micronesian students
at OCE are working to overcome
the difficulties they face.
Since English is a second
language
for
them,
the
Micronesians often have dif
ficulty with writing assignments.
Ms. Maurine Phelps is helping
them out in this area by teaching
a special writing class for foreign
students.
Dr. Paul Griffin is teaching a
special section of geography,
another area in which they are
hampered by their difference in
background.
Money presents a special
problem to many of the
Micronesians, who come from
small islands where currency is
seldom used. On most of the
smaller islands there is no trade
or industry as we know it. The
people live off the land and the
sea, trading for the few things
they cannot get for themselves.
So the islanders depend on help
from their government and from
ours to pay for many of their
college expenses.
OCE has received a federal
grant to help students from
Micronesia and Samoa through
work-study programs. But, ac
cording to Dr. Ronald Chatham,
who is advising a group of
Micronesian students, it has been
difficult to find enough good jobs
on campus, partly because many
jobs require skills which the
students do not have.

One possible solution to the
work-study problem is a program
called Project Micro-I. Under
this program several students
k
t eight hours
&
-F
, y Their
in Salem
area schools.
main duty is to teach the students
there about their culture and life
style. One of the advantages of
Project Micro-I, according to
Chatham, is that it allows the
Micronesians to share their
culture and to learn about ours at
the same time. The jobs are more
valuable to them and to others
than many jobs on campus.
Another area which has
presented difficulties for some of
the Micronesians is housing.
Before each vacation those who
live in the dorms must face the
problem of finding a place to stay
while other students go home.

Monmouth

Auditions for Bertolt Brecht's
The Three penny opera will be
held at Pentacle Theatre from 2
p.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 7
and Sunday, Feb. 8.
»
The large cast includes the
King of the Beggars, his wife and
daughter
Polly
Peachum,
Captain Macheath and his gang,
Gmny Jenny and Ladies of the
TrLonir?' Po^ice Gommissioner
Tiger Brown and daughter Lucy,
3
Streetsinger. BeggarS
ClaSSen
0CE
Hi?it
.'
graduate is
directing and Linda Lentz will
conduct the cabaret band, which
w " play Kurt Weill's haunting
musical score.

audition Anyone may auumuu
great singing voices are n
required but those interested
major roles should bring mus
and prepare a small song. v .
sons wishing to do technical w°r
on the play are encouraged
attend the audition.
. j
Marc Blitzstein's adaptation
the play is being used, and
performed for a record six ye
off-Broadway, from 1954 to ly i
The play is comic and tragica ^
comes
complete
with
guaranteed happy ending an . e
mounted messenger riding 1°
rescue.
ff
The production is scheduled
a nine day run beginning Apr11
1976.
Lam'0"

Campus Calendar

Color

added
TV

Music room rediscovered'
OERB Hearing Tomorrow

by BETTY KIMr.
KING
Lamron staff

The Orennn c

listening0" tuned 'n on

JSSS-T

9:30

£

in

the music

°» Allege

•Streetcar' Opening Nears
Tennes^
„ ,
streetcar Named Desire" will be Drp«spnt ,^"lams "A
Theatre Wednesday through SaturdaySJ'V?1L,!I!e
Humanities Department. Tickets are avaN»hi"Z y the
OcMege Center office Stevens & Son Salem ind at
at the
door. curtain time is 8:15 p.m. each evening

21

It has a helpful staff and scores
of recordings for listening en
joyment. Even the room it ®elf ?s
ptentTof'

furnished with

paintings. A color television has
also recently been added I exfor m s
when"^
wnen I toVH?
took time outy e»
to

teSSh'"s'e™er"mand

0rgan

Recital Monday - John Mitton, a 13-vearnin
beSnw£USiC listenin6 room
fr0fT1Salem w.l present an organ recital Monday Feb o
began when a committee set up to
at8p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium. Admission kf
wt reservations should be made in advance thro.mh
9
he
music department office, ext. 275.
Field Trip Saturday - Students and non-students are
to participate in the field trip led by Dr l
h
Spring of the biology department. The day-lonq'triDwl
iihrough the Willamette Valley CanS goose
elujes. For more information and transportation
arrangements, students may contact Spring in NS 220
ext. 206.

LI

ab,e

Cosby, Poitier Star -- Bill Cosby, Sidney Poitier and
Harry Belafonte star in "Uptown Saturday Niqht "
scheduled tomorrow night at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p m in the
College Center Coffee Shop. Flip Wilson and Calvin
Lockhart also star in the film. Admission is $1 for
students and adults, 50 cents for those 7 to 12 and free
to those under 7.
Art Exhibitions Change •• Stephen McLeod's oil
painting exhibit will end tomorrow in the College Center
and Mel Vincent of Eugene will display his watercolors
and oils from Monday, Feb. 2 through Friday Feb 27
The work of former OCE students will be on exhibit in
Campbell Hall beginning Monday also.
Reception Monday •• A reception for artist Mel Vincent
will be Monday beginning at 3:30 p.m. in the College
Center.

Bandick to Speak -• Neil Bandick, associate professor
of biology, will speak at the Natural Science Seminar
Tuesday, Feb. 1. The talk on "Genisis of High Blood
Pressure" will take place in NS 103 at noon.
Silent Movie Monday
"The General", a silent movie
from 1932 will be the Monday movie for Feb. 2
Admission is 50 cents per person. Show time is 7 p.m.

'Profiles' Features Douglass •• Frederick Douglass is
the American Featured in "Profiles in Courage" for
Wednesday, Feb. 4. the film will look at Douglass'
involvement in the anti-slavery movement and his
outspoken criticism of the Abolitionists. The film will be
shown at noon in the College Center Willamette Room.
at n°r>rmn's' a*
•• Columnist Jack Anderson will be
a UCE Wednesday, Feb. 4 at 8 p.m. in the NPE Gym.
'icket prices are $2 for adults and $1.50 for students.
Contribut'ons

Forrorite and
to perform in Salem
The annual visit of famed two-

Ph»"p ?.m F>rrante & Teicher to
area is scheduled
i
for Friday and Saturday, Feb. 5
and 6. The tandem pianists will
!V,u ^'° Performances on stage
at the Portland Civic Auditorium
at 8:15 p.m. each evening.
It wasn't too many years ago
that Ferrante & Teicher were one
oi
nearly a dozen two-piano
teams on the concert circuit
enjoying a fine reputation, an
impressive following and a
meager income. They had been
concertizing and recording as a
team for twelve years; playing
together since the age of six as
prodigies at the Juilliard School
of Music in New York. The wheel
of fortune changed abruptly in
1960 with their recording of "The
Theme from The Apartment" on
United Artists Label, which lifted
them from relative obscurity to
"overnight success".
As a result, Ferrante & Teicher
changed their concert programs
to popular music, and today
nearly every jukebox in the
nation features popular singles
by the pair. They have recorded
some seventy-five albums, sold
over twenty million records and

Studenf arf
to be shown

Student input encouraged
|wjS|.Ufents ^aving complaints about the OCE campus or who j:j:
• th ac° SGe a Par^ct^ar service change can get help by visiting £:
Si e AS0CE student government office or by attending one of the £
f. AcJIlttee meetings listed below:
• wfn E senate, 3 p.m. alternate Mondays, College Center £
5 A]l0^a Room. Next meeting Feb. 9.
~£
IwJ amPus Committee, Valerie Ransom, chairperson. 8 a.m. £:
|w*®esdays, ASOCE office.
§
i n enate Investigating Committee, Joe McLeod, chairperson. 3 £
|
Wednesdays, ASOCE workroom.
£
j 4 °mmunications Committee, Michelle Wardrip, chairperson. £
Pro. Thursdays, ASOCE workroom.
rnmmiHpps
Wallv
T„pi chairperson. 3 p.m.
ittee on
on Committees,
v °romittee
committees, Wally
wany Lein,
cein,
aays, College Center Deschutes Room.

Januilar

y29,1976

have won fourteen gold record
awards.
Perhaps the most impressive
measure of their charisma,
next to the fabulous disc sales, is
the fact that Ferrante & Teicher
now rank among America's
premier
concert
attractions
The dynamic duo are perpetually
booked years in advance and the
hundred dates they average in a
year are always sold out.
Tickets for Ferrante & Teicher,
Feb. 6 and 7, priced at $7, $6 and
$5, are on sale now at Celebrity
Attractions, 1010 S.W. Morrison
Portland, 97205.

4'x4'x4' for a free standing piece.
The pieces must be ready for
display.
Submission of a piece does not
necessarily guarantee exhibition
due to the limited amount of
space in the main concourse. If
more pieces are submitted than
there is space available, pieces
will be juried for exhibit.
Works may be exhibited for
sale.
An entry blank containing
more regulations for exhibition is
avilable today through Feb. 15 in
the College Center Office.
Interested
exhibitors
must
complete the entry blank or their
art will not be shown.
Pieces submitted for the
exhibit must be turned in to the
College Center office by Feb. 22.

committee members travelled to
other colleges and observed their
equipment and method of han
dling. Students noted which
colleges were able to protect
their equipment form damage
and which were not. In colleges
where equipment was handled bv
each individual student, the parts
wore out faster and the sound
systems needed more repairs and
placements. The records also
became scratched sooner.
Because of this realization, the
committee decided to keep the
equipment in a separate area and
allow it to be handled only by
employes. The decision was to
purchase good quality equipment
and preserve it.
The development of
the
listening room was handled by
vote. Students chose the fur
nishings and the colors.
The recordings purchased each
month are from the Top 50 list in
Billboard Magazine. Students
may
also make requests.
Recordings offered for listening
include selections of classical,
country
western,
"easy
listening", musicals and movie
soundtracks, rock albums, and
seasonal recordings.
To use the music room,
students need only present their
ID cards, select an album, grab a
chair and relax. Students listen
individually through head sets.
Hours for the Music Listening
Room are l p.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 1p.m. to
9 p.m. Saturday, and 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. Sunday. The room is closed
every day from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.

6IENEY POITIER Mil COftM

UMCWW
SATURDAY NICiHT
Friday, January 30
6:30 & 9:00 Admission $1

Interested OCE students are
invited to participate in an allcampus student art exhibition.
Pieces selected for the show will
be on display in the main con
course of the College Center
March 1 to March 19.
The show is open to any
medium, however, all works
must be original. No kits or
prepared molds will be accepted.
There will be no entry fee.

Tomorrow -• Dr. Beverly Freer
will speak on "Toward a
standing: American Women Writers" as a
Only two pieces may be
f "I
American Contributions to the Arts & exhibited by a student, and they
Series" Her sPeech will take place in the
must not exceed 5' x 5' framed
re9°n Room at noon.
dimensions for a hanging piece or

Clear
cart
Vie

l;Vfr!.anit,es dePartment

the college center
TS\*el
should be remodeled included a
music listening room in its plans.
The committee's task was to
decide how the monies that would
be approved by the State Board of
Higher Education should be
spent..
Although the committee had
been formed earlier, the plans for
the listening room were not
concrete until 1970 - 71. At that
time, a committee made up of
students,
faculty
and
ad
ministrators began investigating
what types of music listening
rooms
were
in
operation
elsewhere and what would be
best for OCE.
To arrive at "'cir
their aecision,
decision,

~"""

Pacific Room
College Center

jG|
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1

fl|
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A VOICE
FOR STUDENTS
I

CRIS VAUGHAN

j

For

ASOCE PRESIDENT
I

-I

(Paid for by Cris Vaughan for President Committee)
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'Streetcar' part of Bicentennial salute
between lifestyles. The inability
by TERRI SCHMIDT
of Blanche to make changes
Lamron staff
"A Streetcar Named Desire" necessary for survival in a new
by Tennessee Williams will open period," said Dr. Adams, "and
in the OCE Little Theatre on the inability of Stanley to do
anything but destroy what he
Wednesday, Feb. 4, at 8:15.
Ticket prices are $2, adults; thinks worthless to make way for
$1.50, students and $1, children. himself."
The southern society has been
Tickets are available at the
College Center Office, Stevens strongly dominated by males in
and Sons in Salem and at the many ways. The play shows the
destruction that can come out of
door.
Written in 1947, the show first any attempt to change that
opened on Broadway in 1948. The domination without adequate
play starred Jessica Tandy and strength on the person's part
Marlon Brando. Williams' first who's intruding on it, according
successful play was 4 The Glass to Dr. Adams.
The play centers around three
Menagerie" in the late thirties.
"Streetcar' has become a people. Stanley and Stella are
standard classic of U.S. theatre," husband and wife and Blanche is
said Dr. Allen Adams, associate Stella's sister who comes to live
professor of humnaities and with them. It is when Blanche
director of the production. "It comes that the trouble begins.
more than any other play
Blanche represents the older
describes the conflict of the new generation. She can't face the
and old of pre-World War Two reality of the new changes.
and post-World War Two values Stanley represents the new
and influences in the southern generation and will do whatever
part of the U.S."
he can to achieve what he wants
For this reason, Dr. Adams felt and thereby destroy the old and
a Williams play should be in gentile ways of the south. Stella
cluded in
the 1975-76 All represents those people willing to
American Season at OCE, a sacrifice the old ways to reach
theatre Bicentennial salute.
the new ones.
"The play is about the decline
Blanche symbolized the im
of the old plantation life; its final probable society which can no
demise as new industry bases longer exist or function under the
grow into power," said Dr. necessary changes of the 20th
Adams. "It shows the changing century economy.
social stratification, the move of
"Like many, she is unable to
the low middle class into more cope with changes affecting her
prominent positions in society." life so completely," said Dr.
The play also deals with the Adams. "So, she tries to escape
problems of people and their the past that never was."
relationships with each other.
She has only seen the world
"The play shows the conflict through colored glasses and her

view of the world is a dream
world. She has seen the world as
she wanted it to be, not as it was.
When she meets Stanley her
fantasy world is crushed and
crumbles. She is thrown against
his hard realistic and tough
animalistic view of the world. She
cannot cope with this.
The story doesn't end with the
play, according to Dr. Adams.
"All Blanche's high values are
not worthless, but they need the
stark strength of a Stanley to
enhance their value and worth."
The play is going to be done in
the round. Dr. Adams decided to
do the production in the round
because
next
year
drama
productions will be done in the
new Fine Arts Building, which
does not have facilities for
theatre in the round.
Helping Dr. Adams is the
student director, senior Phillis
Schnieder.
The cast includes senior Steve
Lady as Stanley; freshman Patty
Kennedy as Stella; junior Aliza
Chambers as Blanche; senior
Ken Hermens as Mitch; senior
Rick Cavens as Steve Hubble and
shophomore Toni Sprague as
Eunice Hubble. Freshman Doug
Ousterhout is the newsboy;
sophomore
Margeruite
Pangellina is the blind flower
lady and freshman Rocco Wilson
is Pablo.
Others in the cast are freshman
Ed Scott as the doctor; junior
Linda McBrown as the nurse and
sophomore Karen Clifford and
freshmen
Sandy
Williams;
Loretta Lynch; and Gerald
Camp.

Ken Hermens and Aliza Chambers are caught in an emotional
moment in OCE's production of "A Streetcar Named Desire"
which will open Wednesday, Feb. 4 in the Little Theatre and runs
through Saturday, Feb. 7.

Poitier stars in Uptown Saturday Night'
When Sidney Poitier first came
to Hollywood 25 years ago to play
the role of an intern in "No Way
Out," little did he dream that he
would one day be ranked among
the most influential and suc
cessful of Hollywood figures.
But, with intelligence, talent
and determination, he has
achieved that status. In fact, he
can be called a motion picture
tycoon.
His
latest
movie,
"Uptown
Saturday
Night,"
proves that.
The movie is derived from an
original storv bv Poitier which
Richard Wesley, a Howard

University-graduated
playright, has adapted for the screen,
and Poitier plays the leading role
of a factory hand.
"Uptown Saturday Night" is a
comedy which revolves around
the bunglesome efforts of Poitier
and his buddy, Bill Cosby, to
apprehend the band of thugs who
have stuck them up in an afterhours joint.
Poitier is also the executive
producer and director of the film.
Thus he combines the creative
side of film-making with the
business end and proves that he is
superior in both.

I-I

ACTION
THEATRE
Double Features

Poitier made the movie for his
own
company,
Verdon
Production, Ltd., one of two
production companies which he
owns, and for First Artists, a firm
in which he is partnered with
Paul Newman, Barbra Streisand,
Dustin Hoffman and Steve
McQueen. It is a Warner Bros,
release.

In 1968, having starred in
"Guess Who's Coming to Din
ner," "In The Heat of The
Night", and "To Sir With Love,"
Poitier was named the No. 1 boxoffice star in Hollywood movies.
Four years earlier, he won the
Best Actor Academy Award for
his work in "Lilies of the Field."
In the late '50's, he was first
nominated for an Academy
Award for his work in "The
Defiant Ones."

Poitier was born in Miami
while his parents were there to
deliver produce raised on their
farm on Cat Island in the
Bahamas. Later, because of poor

ASOCE
Presents

R a t ed

Ph. 364-0792
175 C o m m e r c i a l N . E . , S a l e m
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Bike tour planned
A fifty minute bike tour for
serious minded pedalers is
planned for Saturday by the
Outdoor
Program.
The
destination is flexible and those
interested should contact Julie
Beireis at 838-5300 by tonight.
Also on Saturday the MidValley Wheel Men will sponsor a
tour. The tour will leave the
Corvallis YMCA at 8:30 and is

The

One showing
at 7:00 p.m.
February 2.

i Pacific Room s
j College Center i
•

Entertainment

open to the public.
-u
Anderson's of Salem *
present equipment and
formation on scuba divingin
College Center Feb. 4.
Further information on the#
and other Outdoor Pr0®r j,
sponsored events is availa^i
the ASOCE offices or call w
1220, ext. 295.

Tour of goose refuges set

The
General

See
our
large
movie
arcade
books, magazines
& marital aids.

actor at the old American Negro
Theatre in Harlem.
In his fledgling years, Poitier
never dreamed it would be like
this. But he paid his dues. Now he
reaps the reward.
The movie will be shown at 6:30
p.m. and 9 p.m. Friday in the
college Center Coffee Shop.

Lamron

For acting alone, Poitier
commands motion picture fees
ranging upward of $1 million.

8mm film rental
11-11 daily
1-7 Sunday

health, his father, Reginald
Poitier, lost the farm and Sidney
was reared in near-poverty in
Nassau.
When he arrived in New York
in the 1940's he was almost
penniless and he worked on
numerous manual-labor
jobs
before he began his career as an

J

three

Canada

goose

refuges in the Mid-Willamette
Valley will be visited during a
field trip sponsored by OCE
natural sciences department
Saturday.
Lowell
Spring, • associate
professor of biology, will lead the
tout-, it will begin when cars
leave the NS Building at 8 a.m.
The Fmley National Wildlife
Refuge south of Corvallis,
Ankeny Bottom refuge south of
s>alem, and Baskett Slough,
refuge near Rickreall are on the
itinerary.

The refuges were formed about
10 years ago to protect the dusky
of the Canada goose which

winters in the Willamette
Non - students are encoi
to
participate. Those
transportation problems
call Spring at the college fo
Spring said participants
bring lunches.
The field trip is one of th
the natural sciences depai
in which non-students 3
vited. The others, both
geologist Ray Brodersen,1
a study of the geology '
Oregon Coast between He1
Kernville on Feb. 7 and av
the Hanna Nickel mine
Riddle on March 6.
leave the NS Building at
both days.

I

From the Stands

Livingston combines good, bad
f0 l SUCCesstul
by STEVE GEIGER

Grapplersgreat
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports Editor
A tribute must be paid at thk tim^
team here on the OCE campus !, fveryflne sports
together one of the finest performance! th^t Wh'Ch put
y°Urs truly
has ever seen in his many years
y
s
participant/fan.
as a sports
The tribute will be Given to the ooc
for making mincemeat out of four teamsTnl
i Squad
two days last
Friday and Saturday.
The OCE wrestlers put on ouitp a -j;__•
,
fans as they won 23 of 35 individual rr?ifV°r

the 0CE

three others. The four wins were by scores*^? 27*1* ti6d
the University of British Columbia 48 O nLr i l
°Ver
a"d
Clark, 25-13 over Sacramento State'arS 31 m
Fraser. The matches againstUnTvefsitv of

Sports editor
to Dr.

According

Robert

a king the offi
preiidentndT
president
lastv March ^Drof
Livingston has had his good

f W" bad mooSE
him 7?nnnerm:,Which

country

mi'eS

has taken

around

the

g°°d

att^na, moments include
attending the Pan-American
games in Mexico last year at
tending the national AAU 'and
j'UAA conventions, meeting NBC

Sportscaster Curt Gowdy l„
hf Basketball Hall of Fame and
foothanngthe0CEvsgaame
b°th
athlof

athletic director
president.

Texas A&I
3S
OCE

and

NAIA

A

Presidential term

ticket sellers, gate keepers, and
so on it was ricidulous. I am
surprised other schools don't go
to it. There just aren't that many
colleges making money. Many
believe the system should be
changed."
Another area school that may
stop charging admission to its
sports events, according to
Livingston, is Willamette.
"I don't want to sound like I'm
bragging or anything like that,
but I feel we have consistently
had the best fan support of any
college in the area these past
years. If we were to charge ad
mission, people around the
community who come to games
at times may stop coming. They
shouldn't have to pay to get in to
what is tax-supported in the first
place."
When OCE stopped charging
people to get into games, he
termed it "a final declaration to
our seriousness of philosophy."
Although Livingston's phil
osophy has certainly proved
itself to be a sturdy one, he says
that since becoming president of
the NAIA he hasn't worked to try
to get the other schools in the
country to adopt his beliefs and to
begin to model their programs
after OCE's.
"Just the opposite," he says.

He was also able to speak at a
the two football
team* h,
teams the night before the
vrest
led
freestyle, which is the style wrestled in th* n)
.
banquet, speaking as NAIA
«. also wrestled In Ca'nadTwhlch'"^0IT.wo president.
One of the most pleasant
events was in our own in
dividuals, such as our bowlers a
couple
of
tennis
players,
wrestlers and track members
lmPressiveotthe wrestlers was 158-pounder
and of course, our football
players, all going east and doing
Rhh M.LTt,
nl
10
,he
na,lonals
las
T?
< ye» along well in the NAIA this year " he
R
9er
a
d
S,eve
Sears
las
heavyweight
°
"
'
< ^ says.
The job has had its rough spots
Rolen won all four of his matches after returning from he said, but nothing that couldn't
an injury two weeks ago. Rolen out-pointed his be worked out. The biggest
opponents by a total of 39-13 in those four matche!
problem was the uncertainty of
including a 14-0 decision against UBC and a 10-2 win the office of executive secretarv
for the NAIA.
over his Sacramento State opponent
'The previous one was here for
Roger Rolen won two and tied one, Jon Davis won
28 years and the committee
two, Kim Landis won two of three, both wins by pins, and agreed that he should retire,"
one '3arSOn and yyarren Hughes each won three and lost explained Dr. Livingston. "He
retired last March at age 70 and
"I've never had any intention of
Parson, a 126-pound three year letterman, outscored we had chosen a new one to take changing anyone's beliefs. A lot
his opponents through the three matches by a total of his place in August of 1974. But in of times in arguments and
mid-July he asked to be released
37-12, including wins of 11-0 and 12-1.
and we .didn't want someone discussions when points can be
Head Coach Gale Davis has done quite a job buildinq serving who didn't want to serve, made, I've had to stay neutral.
"Influence is less when you are
the program up during the past few years. Not long ago so we let him go."
president because so much of the
, So Livingston has had the job
he had an All-American 190 pounder in Rich Edwards and '
office is just business. I have to
over the past two and a half seasons his teams have won along with the responsibilities of remember that I represent the
president. "It's added an in
24 of their last 31 matches, a 24-6-1 record.
NAIA, not just my beliefs. I have
crement of responsibilities, but at
Their 8-2-1 record this season has been done without a the same time a lot of excitement to adopt more of an impartial
view of things."
heavyweight, which cost them at least one match, a 21- and enjoyment."
OCE has also been a leader in
21 tie to Central Washington two weeks ago after OCE
Harry Fritz, Dean of student woman's sports, having women's
health
education
at
the programs for around 15 years
forfeited six points at heavyweight.
Davis has been insisting all season that his men aren't University of New York at now, while most other colleges
Buffalo, has since been chosen
quite in good physical shape yet, that they need more for the job, but will not take office have been adopting women's
conditioning. But somehow a team that can win four until April 12, after Livingston's programs during the last few
years because they have been
dual matches in two days couldn't be in too bad of term as president is over.
required to by law. He holds a
shape. Especially one with an 8-2-1 record to date.
"I've been working with him very basic philosophy of being
whenever I go back to Kansas able to finance women's sports
Tomorrow evening the grapplers will be back in action
against Southern Oregon College, which, according to City, to get him oriented with the for the rest of the NAIA to listen
office," Livingston said. "He's a
Davis, is the best small-college team in the Northwest person who strongly reflects to.
"It's no mystery. It's similar to
and which has two national place winners returning from
what I feel, that emphasis in how a family raises its children.
last years team. It has beaten Stanford and Washington athletics should be an education You have your income and try to
State of the Pacific Eight Conference this season and and not a separate adjunct of the spend resources as evenly and
the match should show everyone just how good the OCE school."
fairly as you can. We have a
Livingston's
philosophy
is strong belief here when spending
team really is.
unique, but it's spreading rapidly
So those OCE sports fans who don't mind a night of throughout the country. Recently money that if it's good for men,
good for women, and vicefree entertainment and don't mind being bugged by a the NCAA held its convention in it's
versa.
thousand 10 year olds who spend all of their time Kansas City and Livingston at
"It's been the way that OCE
trodding from the stands to the water fountain and back tended. During the convention has lived. The new PE gym is for
to the stands all night, might consider trucking out to the college presidents voted on both men and women. We didn't
whether
or
not
athletic just give the women the old PE
the NPE gym on Friday evening and watching the best scholarships
should be awarded gym like other colleges do."
wrestling match in town. Remember, the match beqins by a need factor where athletes
Livingston feels it is un
at 7:30 p.m.
must provide proof that they are necessary for him as president to
in financial need before they can begin to try and change
+ + +
receive a scholarship.
everyone's beliefs.
"The need factor was voted
"Changes are coming. It won't
After Bill Walton scored 28 points and pulled down 26
rebounds in a 125-123 Portland Trailblazer win over the down by only five votes," said happen tomorrow or possibly not
Livingston. "This shows that in a year, but I believe it is
Golden State Warriors in Oakland last Saturday evening, change is coming soon. Major coming.
Like other changes, it
Warrior Coach Al Attles has to be having second college presidents, such as doesn't change over night."
thoughts about not picking Walton for the West team of Stanford's, UCLA's, Washington
The changes he believes are
the upcoming all-star game. Especially since Walton out- State's and Long Beach State's, coming are from the highvoted for the need factor."
financed level of college sports as
Pfayed Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, the West's starting center,
OCE is one of the few schools it is now primarily known, to a
the night before, out-scoring him by 27-26 points and
around that doesn't charge any lower-degree of sports. He also
our-rebounding him 22-10 in a 23 point Blazer victory.
admission for it's sports events. believes that instead of more
It looks as though the rest of this country is going to Livingston says that when OCE money being appropriated for
have to wait until the NBA playoffs come around before did charge at the gate, the women in coming years, there
will be a cutback in money for
they finally discover just how good a player Bill Walton receipts weren't negligible.
"When we got to the costs of the men.
actually is.
Columbia

and

Simon

Fraser

ssz^s?,if i,,s posslble ,o

January 29,1976

werp

hoth

Br't ,sh
i

Livingston has been enjoying
the office itself, considering it an
honor and a privilege and term
ing it as fun. His term ends at
the end of March at the con
clusion of the annual meeting.
His travel has taken him to
many places, but he says he
doesn't go back to Kansas City
just to work. He stops off in
Kansas City whenever he goes
somewhere as NAIA president,
but most of his work is done by
phone.
His next trip east will be Feb.
20 when he will attend the
national indoor track meet in
Greensboro, North Carolina. On
that trip he will drop by the office
again and get several days work
done.
He said his major adjustment
as the term ends will be in getting
used to just not basically being so
important any more.
"It's certainly something I
know is going to be a major ad
justment. I hope I'll be ready for
it.
The way it is now, your phone
rings at night and you have to
make decisions, and all of a
sudden it's cut off and it's got to
be different. You're geared up
clear until March and the tension
is cut off all at once. The tension
is heavy and it is sort of fun
making decisions like that.
"I don't anticipate there being
a real problem in handling it, but
I know the problem will be
there."
Even with the phone calls and
all of the decision-making he has
to do, he insists his job isn't
especially hard.

"I've got a competent staff
back in Kansas City. There are
three fine men in my office and
all of the national events are
handled by them. The job I do is a
breeze. It's a real soft job I have
after they've done all the work.
They're doing most of the work."
One of Livingston's jobs, of
course, is speaking at banquets
and he says he wouldn't pretend
to be that much in demand. It's
no great impact. I have been
speaking at a few banquets
around the country, but there has
been no real increase in this
area."
Livingston isn't getting paid for
the job~except for travel ex
penses and, as he did ten months
ago when he took office, still
insists that it's when a person
serves an organization for no pay
that he can really be satisfied.
"I still tell young people at
banquets that if you only do
things in life that you get paid for,
then you're missing something
special."
His
philosophies
haven't
changed any since taking office,
either.
He
quotes famous
economist
John
Kenneth
Galbraith, saying that when
young, men are driving and
evangelistic, trying to change
everything, and when the person
grows older, they begin to mellow
and become arms of the
organization.
"Some of that is tending to
happen with me," he says. "It
doesn't mean I don't believe in
my philosophies any more. I've
had my licks and have done my
best."
As his term as president grows
to an end, Livingston reemphasized that he is happy to
serve the NAIA. After being
succeeded by Steve Senko of
Rutgers University of New York
in March, he will serve two years
as an elder statesman and then
will be back at OCE for good.
"I just hope I leave the
organization at least as good as I
found it, hopefully better," he
said with a smile.
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Face tough SOC next

Wrestlers breeze to four wins in two days
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor
The OCE wrestling squad
welcomed the comfort of "Home
Sweet Home" in royal fashion
last weekend.
What the grapplers did was
wrestle two teams last Friday
and two on Saturday and win all
four matches by a total score of
131-51.
Five teams came to Monmouth
Friday and Saturday to wrestle
OCE and each other, including
the
University
of
British
Columbia and Simon Fraser from
Canada, Sacramento State from
California and Lewis and Clark
and Willamette from Oregon.
OCE clearly went away King of
the Hill.
The first match for OCE, which
raised its season record to 8-2-1
with the wins, was against British
Columbia, who wrestles the in
ternational freestyle of wrestling.
OCE, like the other United States
teams, wrestles collegiate style.
Next to the OCE-UBC match,
which was wrestled freestyle,
was Lewis and Clark vs.
Sacramento State in a collegiate
style of wrestling, giving the fans
a chance to see the two styles side
by side and to see how they differ.
It didn't make much difference
to the OCE wrestlers which way
they wrestled, collegiate or
freestyle as they trounced UBC
27-18, with six of UBC's points
coming at a heavyweight forfeit.
In the second match of the
evening OCE received three
forfeits, including heavyweight,
and beat Lewis and Clark 48-0,
just after the Portlanders had
lost to Sacramento State 51-3.
On Saturday, the Wolves beat
Sacramento State 25-13 and
Simon Fraser 31-20, with the
OCE-Sacramento match being
collegiate and the OCE-SFU
match freestyle.
"Wrestling freestyle was good
for us," Head Coach Gale Davis

Personal: You make a great duet, Jeff
and Debbie. Congrats from your
music friends.
Personal: Shewbie -- your foot!
For

sale: Turquoise jewelry for sale.
Can get almost anything you want.
Call 838-46237 and ask for Kathy.

Personal: T-please be mine, won't you?

I love you!-P.
Lost: Two female black dogs. One is

miniature poodle dachshund mix
and other is small German Shepherd
mix If found please call 838-2142.
We're heartbroken.
For sale: Moving sale. 8 ft. couch, smoky

black pile, $75. Danish modern
walnut stereo console, $95. Gun
cabinet, $45. Small table, $5. 3
drawer end cabinet, $7.50. Mush
misc., CB equipment, car stuff, army
surplus etc. 838-4462 except
Mondays.
For sale: 1969 Toyota Crown, 4 spd.,
6 cyl., 68,000 miles. 4 drive. $1095 or
offer. Call 838-4848 & ask for Jeff.
Personal: Felix, may the bird of happi

ness plop droppings all over your
body. Oscar.
Wanted: Cross country skiis, 838-4613.
For sale: Downhill skiis, Raichle boots

size 9
poles, complete package
only $75. Also for sale two cots with
mattresses for $5 each. Call 8384613.
1/2,

Wanted: Ride or rider Corvallis to Mon

mouth and back daily. Share
expenses. Call Karen, 838-3467 days,
929-6246 eves.
Personal: Marilyn and Karen - when are

you going to show up? Hurry, from M
& M.
Personal: Steve -- Happy Birthday. The
Staff.
Need a candidate you can count on?

Talk to Cris Vaughan 10 a.m. to 11
a.m. Mon., Wed., Fri. or 11 a.m. to
noon Tues. & Thurs., Ochoco Room,
College Center.
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said, following the match. "It
made the men think a little bit.
They really wrestled well for
their first
time
(wrestling
freestyle).
"Freestyle makes it a lot
different from what we're ac
customed to."
On
Friday
OCE
and
^Sacramento State rose as the two
powers, with OCE's 48-0 win over
Lewis and Clark just after
Sacramento had beaten them 513. On Saturday OCE and
Sacramento went against each
other in the first match as
Willamette and Simon Fraser
competed next to them in
freestyle. The Wolves took the
lead early against Sacramento
and never let up as they beat the
visitors 25-13.
Don Clapper won the 118 match
12-4 for a 4-0 lead, and after a loss
and a tie in the next two classes,
Jon Davis, Kim Landis, Rich
Rolen and Jeff Moseman picked
up consecutive victories to give
OCE a 22-7 lead through the 167
match.
After Kirk Walston and Warren
Hughes were decisioned at 177
and 190 for the Wolves, Ken
Kime, who usually wrestles at
177, battled at heavyweight and
came away with a 5-0 decision.
The brothers-act of Rich and
Roger Rolen along with Davis
and Landis were the four most
impressive wrestlers over the
weekend for the Wolves. Rich
Rolen won all four of his matches
by decisions of 14-0 against UBC,
8-7 against Lewis and Clark when
he was awarded a one point time
advantage at the end of the
match, breaking a 7-7 deadlock, a
10-2 decision against Sacramento
and a 7-4 decision against Simon
Fraser.
"Rich looked a lot better this
week than last," Davis said of the
older Rolen. Last week in a trip to
Washington, Rolen was coming
off an injury and was forced to

Personal: Hey, Bud, Why don't you get

wiser and meet Felix, Sue and I for
dimers at the Village Inn in Rickreall.
See you at 7 sharp. Oscar.
For rent: 2 bedroom house, $160 month.

Also small trailer $54 month and
small apartment $64 month plus
cleaning deposit. Open Feb. 1.
Monmouth Cottage and Trailer
Court, 838-1142.
Wanted: Desperately need ride to Cor

vallis Tuesday evenings. Will be
happy to pay for gas. Call 753-0574 or
leave note in SPO 604.
Personal: Don R. I'm waiting for a hot

one -- I'm serious! M.K.

ROLEN TO WIN -- Rich Rolen rubs one of his four opponents' face in the mat as he rolls to one of his
four wins in OCE grappling competition last week.

lose a lot of weight in a hurry. He
won one match 8-7 but almost lost
it during the last minute af
ter leading 8-2 and lost another
match by giving up points in the
last 20 seconds. Roger Rolen also
had missed a couple of matches
before last weekend.
"They are (the Rolens) well
enough to wrestle now, though,"
said Davis. "They aren't in real
good shape but they are well
enough to wrestle."
Roger Rolen won two of his
three matches, by 17-0 against
UBC and 11-6 over SFU but he
lost a third win when Sacramento
State's James Wheeler was
awarded a one point time ad
vantage at the end of the match
with Rolen leading 8-7. Roger
Rolen wrestles at 134 and Rich at
158.
Davis also won both matches
that he wrestled, decisioning Ira
Chidlow of UBC 12-2 and Dan

York of Sacramento 10-1, both at
142. Landis won two and lost one,
with his wins being pins in the
third rounds against UBC's Mike
Grist and Sacramento's Gary
Hubble. Davis' only loss was to
Mimmo Marrello of SFU by 17-12.
Jon
Parson
and
Warren
Hughes each won three matches
for the Wolves while losing one.
Moseman turned out to be OCE's
most frustrated wrestler of the
weekend as he tied both of his
matches, 4-4 against Skip Davis
of Sacramento and 6-6 against
Marc Mongeon of SFU, both on
Saturday.
"Our conditioning was better
this week than last," Davis said,
comparing the four wins in two
days this week to the loss and tie
in two days last week. "We're
still not in top shape, though.
We've got a long way to go."
Whether or not the wrestlers

Women cagerswin, now 3-0
by STEVE GEIGER

Sports editor
Women's
basketball
coach
Mary Rubright had just two
words to describe Cheryl Traner
after Traner scored 27 points and
had 11 steals against the U of O
last Thursday: "She's quick."
Quick she was, and quick was
the
entire
OCE
women's
basketball squad as it won its
third game of the season without
a defeat last Thursday evening,
dumping the Ducks at home 7854. The team's previous two
games ,were victories of 80-26
over Willamette and 67-34 over
Oregon State, an average of 75
points per game offensively and
38 points per game defensively.

people that have seen them play
have told me how impressed they
are "with how the team is
playing."
Along with the 27 point and 11
steal performance of Traner
were Sherrie Adams and Cindy
Musgrove with 14 points each and
Rene Lambrecht with 10 points
and a team-high seven rebounds.
The JV team, which lost to the
UO JV team 38-34 won two and
lost two in a tournament at
Oregon State last Friday and
Saturday.
One of the four games it played
was a 43-25 win in a revenge
match against the U of O. Bev
Pratt helped lead the way to
victory by putting 13 points in the
hole.
In OCE s other win, Denise
Smith and Cheryl Brandt each

"They
are looking really
good," Rubright said following scored eight points as the Wolves
the Oregon game. "This is the beat Clackamas Community
quickest team I've ever had. The College 46-19.

Personal: Barn urn 204: You looked fan

tastic on Monday. Do it again. I'll be
looking.

*33,500,000
Unclaimed

Personal: Birdlegs in 202: Please come

fly with me. The Funky Chicken.
Personal: B-#5: Can't we still be friends?

Me.
For sale: 1964 VW Bug, runs, has been
very
reliable,
needs
some
mechanical work. $295 or best offer.
Call campus ext. 252 or see Marcia in
the NPE office.

gauztex. Craig Davidson 838-5354.
For sale: Marantz 2010 stereo receiver,

•^am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRlNT~MQT~n"c

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

13th Independence.
For sale: New and used downhill skiis

Name.

best offer. Call 838-5045 after 5 p.m. '

furnished Call 838-4543.

roost and let's ruffle our feathers
together: Birdlegs.

148 C Street

Independence, Ore. 97351

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

Wanted: Male roommate to share a quiet
two
bedroom
apartment
in
Independence. $72.50 month. Reply
to SPO Box 655 or drop by 446 S.

Personal: Funky Chicken: Get off your

Knapp Shoe Counselor
Shoe Repair Gives Extra Wear

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

$150, a pair of 3 way speakers that
put out good sound $50; and a
classic Thorens turntable in good
condition but needs some work. 8385338.

"As you can see," Rubright
said, referring to the eight point
high-scorers, "the scoring was
pretty even for us."
OCE's two losses came at the
hands of
Lane Community
College, by a 46-43 score, and
Clark Community by 64-53.
Sandy Davis led OCE in scoring
against Lane with 13 points and
Vicki Mitchel was high against
Clark with 16.
This afternoon both the varsity
and JV's will be back down in
Corvallis to play Oregon State,
with JV beginning at 7 p.m. and
the varsity game beginning at
8:30 p.m. On Saturday, they will
be at home to play Central
Washington, with game time at
noon for varsity and at 2 p.m. for
JV game against Clatsop Com
munity.
On Monday they will be in
Portland to play Portland State
and on Wednesday they will piny
Washington State at home, with
game time at 6:30 p.m.
"It looks like from here on,
we're going to be pretty busy,"
Rubright said of the up-coming
pace of three to four games per
week.

DARYL'S
SHOE SERVICE

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarship
fellowships ranging from $50 to SlO.OOO.^lTrent^rol
th. e sou'oes reached and compiled „ of
™ « °<

Personal: Tennis restringing, grips,

For rent: 2 bedroom apartment. $160

are in good enough shape for the
approaching Evergreen Con
ference and District 2 tour
naments will be determined this
weekend. Tomorrow evening the
team will take on Southern
Oregon College and Saturday
they will challenge Oregon Tech,
with both matches at home.
Southern Oregon is undefeated
this year and have beaten Pacific
Eight schools Washington State
and Stanford. They have two
returning national place winners
in A1 Betcher at 126 and Joe Bold,
brother of OCE gymnast Candy
Bold, at 142.
"They're
good
quality
wrestlers," Davis says in sum
mation of SOC. "They're the best
in the Northwest among small
schools."
The SOC match tomorrow will
begin at 7:30 p.m. and the 0IT
match on Saturday wi1! begin at
noon, both in the NPE gym.
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Address.
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fit EWSC

| Cagers lose 92 -50
'

.^r's men's basketball team

s- r s las ts
v iicii*
fTv"v

w

^

ey,

Washington for one
game and lost
Kington
one game
" gas^rn
eastern Washing!
Washington 92-50.
{
biggest story
story ..
__ game
Cbiggest
of the
A not the score itself, but of the
ifflber of foul shots taken by the
Z> teams. Eastern Washington
'* t 35 foul shots, making 26 of
OCE "shot"zero
Before the game had barely
.arted, Gary Michel, OCE's
leading scorer for the game with
was whistled for a technical
Ml much to the dismay of the
Solves and their head coach Bob

is£F$?^eredown
^haiff0" Went on to

take a 44
outscored OCP ^!,me lead and
SZSL°£ SS&StSTS
win puts Eastern at 4-0™ Con
Wolves t6 1-3.

3nd

dr°Pped

the

h,ty Wfe rea"y hacking us,"

M'7

game "fn<faid °f the flow of the
game.
(Deacon) Perkins got
hit in the eve
,
hit and thought he was Weeding
all over himself and vfe
and
"seu. "uu
(Jon)
A,
Anderson
got knocked
down '

"" ^?g.T' Ewfcd:nLS5rT4
cCuJlough said that after the Points but playedonly 22 minutes.
0
"T" w called, the referee who Cox, a .657 shooter from the floor
s

as

IgQj H wouldn t even explain I
to

,ne team what he called it for.
"The technical cost us one
joint and then Eastern took the
^11 out and scored again. Then
VTmTssed the nextTwo chou
Miclchelmisseatne next two shots-

#y
ey weren t bad shots, but it

hit six of eight against the
Wolves. Michel had 14 for OCE
and Randy Bishop had eight.
Tomorrow evening the team
Ashland to
J Qn ,n
and
Saturd
th

take...on. SOC

Klamath Falls to go against OIT.

Men claim first victory,
women swimmers win

lPrc Jim
Ti»vi and
i Bob
v*
Brothers
Gell
each earned two first Dlacec t!!

T"'1

earn
i?w
season
ftrst victory of the
season,
beating
Pacific
University 47-40 last Friday
ivf"1? ?el1. easily won the 200 yd
freestyle m a time of 2:043
OCE's Mike Wolfe iri
so
frnL?,?" ?l ,ciaimed the 500 yd
freestyle in 6:04, while brother
Bob and teammate Jim Harding
went one-two for OCE in thp ?nn
thG 200
yd. individual medley.
Boh oall ,he„ swam a 2:,5 20,
yd. fly for first
P
Harding took the
2VI'?
200 '
yd.'
backstroke in 2:35.7
Because Pacific University had
no entries for some of the events
OCE swam a number of events
for exhibition.
The women's meet was no
contest as OCE paced itself past
Pacific University 71-45
To get things rolling, the 200 yd
medley team 0f Shelly Lutes,'
Cathy Carpenter, Janie Holmes

Gymnasts place third at Pacific
With only one woman placing totalling 93.49 points. Pacific won
within the top three of any event, only one first place, in the floor
the OCE women's gymnastics exercise, but had seconds in the
team took third place in a three- other three, followed with 87 93
team meet at Pacific University points. OCE had 82.49.
last week.
The University of Oregon won
Wendy Halberg of UO took
the meet by winning three of the firsts in the uneven bars and
four events, the horse vault, balance beam and thirds in the
uneven bars, and balance beam, vault and floor exercise. Jan

This week in sports
Thursday, Jan. 29 -- Women's basketball vs.
Oregon State, in Corvallis at 8:30 p.m. (JV at 7
p.m.)
Thursday, Jan. 29 - Bowling vs. Oregon State, in
Corvallis.
Friday, Jan. 30 -- Wrestling vs. Southern Oregon,
here at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 30 - Men's basketball vs. Southern
Oregon, in Ashland at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 30 -- Swimming vs. Oregon State, in
Corvallis at 3 p.m. (women only)
Saturday, Jan. 31 -- Women's basketball vs.
Central Washington, here at 12:00 p.m. (JV 2
D.m.)
Saturday, Jan. 31 -- Wrestling vs. Oregon Tech.,
here at noon.
Saturday, Jan. 31 -- Gymnastics vs. Portland State
(women) and British Columbia (men) here at
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 31 -- Men's basketball vs. Oregon
Tech., in Klamath Falls at 7:30 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 2 - Women's basketball vs. Por
tland State, in Portland at 8:00 p.m. (JV at 6:30
D.m.)

Monday, Feb. 2 -- Men's JV basketball vs. Lewis
and Clark, in Portland at 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 4 - Women's basketball vs.
Washington State, here at 6:30 p.m. (OPE)
Thursday, Feb. 5 - Bowling vs. University of
Oregon, in Eugene.
Thursday, Feb. 5 »- Men's JV basketball vs.
.
University of Oregon, in Eugene at 5:30 p.m

Model won the vault for the
Ducks and Cresly Drumm took
the floor exercise for Pacific.
Mam Burnham was the only
gymnast to place in any
event, as she finished third in the
uneven bars
points,
- with 7.53
•
pvuno.
Halberg had 8.43 and Karolyn
Wold of Pacific had 7.63 in the
uneven bars.
OCE was in second place
behind Oregon after the horse
vault and uneven bars com
petition was finished, with a 42.87
score to 46.65 score for UO.
However, in the balance beam
event OCE managed only 18.45
points to 23.85 for Oregon and
23.26 for Pacific.
Carole Hennessey scored the
most points for OCE, 25.52.
Halberg of UO won the over-all
title with 32.18 points.
The men gymnasts were idle
last week as they were resting up
from a long trip through
California.
This Saturday the two teams
will be at home in 7:30 p.m.
matches, with the men com
peting against the University of
British Columbia and the women
against
Portland
competing
State.

and

Nancy Lathers beat PU in

^ •Uo.7.

dan'e

Holmes then jumped into
the early lead in the 100 yd
with
her
poni.H
closest
0CE
Glee
Ruthilf^
'S
Wh°
on'y
within
came
W thin 14 seconds of Holmes'
winning 1:14.5.
Thisinsetf the
one-two pattern
OCE
n one-two
pattern for
for

THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

Name.

City _
State _

January 29,1976

Zip.

Sign-ups set
There will be a meeting
held in NPE 114 this af
ternoon for anyone in
terested in trying out for
the men's baseball or
women's Softball teams
this spring. Those at
tending the meeting are
asked to bring a pen or
pencil.

Jwes Lk pT' Lutf and Val
flv
i?? °harge of the 50 yd.
Bryant

and

s^K'SelSy^f^S
*AS2.a1d '
' respachvely
OCE took «ver
over the
individual
tne individual
wdh
Ca
the
D?e"ter finishing
y
SWlm ln 1:124>

Supersports coming
The College Center will sponsor
a supersports competition of the
live sports offered in the games
room, including air hockey,
foosball, darts, ping pong and
pool. Competition will begin Feb.
Two separate categories will be
open, one for men and one for
women. Entrants must compete
in three of the five sport events
TUaha to
to
^
•
Th£
because it is designed as a
supersports competition, and the
best man and woman will win
Opponents for the competition
will be selected from a draw The
winner of each competition will
be the one who wins two of three
games. Entrants will receive
points for their scoring in each
M

game, and the people with the top
four point totals in each of the
five events will go on to compete
in the finals.
All entrants must set aside an
hour Monday through Friday
when they are available to
compete. Entry fee is $1, which
will help defray the costs of the
prizes for the competition.
Games played on the air hockey
and foosball machines will cost
an additional 75 cents each, or
$1.50 if both events are selected.
Results of the games will be
posted on the bulletin board by
the Games area check-out desk.
Students desiring further in
formation about the competition
may inquire at the College Center
Office.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys and gals needed for summer employment at
national parks, private camps, dude ranches, and
resorts throughout the nation. Over 50,000
students aided each year. For FREE information
on student assistance program send selfaddressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity
Research, Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901. Many good jobs are avail
able!
APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.

FRESH COFFEE
& DONUTS
Danish
(Tuesday & Friday only)

RESEARCH PAPERS

squeezing in a first over OCE's
Lathers in 1:12.5. Melody Austin
then won the 200 yd. IM with a
time of 2:46.7.

f0ffee

|Q«

Donuts

20'

8:00 - 10:00 Monday thru Friday

West end of the
College Center Concourse
Page 11

ASOCE
Assemblies Present

JACK
ANDERSON
Since Upton Sinclair first exposed the horrors of America's meat
packing industry in THE JUNGLE, there has been a shining tradition
in journalism ironically known as "muckraking."

It's a tradition of hard-nosed investigative reporting that seeks and
prints the truth for all the world to see. Continuing that tradition,
Columnist Jack Anderson can proudly bear the title of America's
greatest living "muckraker."

Wednesday, February 4
OCE New Gym
8:00 p.m.
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT COLLEGE CENTER 838-1220

Adults $2.00

Ext. 261

Students $1.50

